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 the gas is claimed by the patentee not to escape, but to
 be transferred intact with the mineral into the drinking
 cup where it effervesces inthe most lively fashion. Messrs
 Keogh and Co., the eminent Chemists and Mineral Water
 Manufacturers, of Patrick St., Cork, have the sole agency
 for the south and west of Ireland, and are exhibiting the
 machine at Stand 189, Avenue I., Industrial Hall. Cork
 Exhibition, where a representative of the firm will have
 pleasure .in explaining the operation of this valuable
 new patent to those interested.

 CROTTY & CO.
 One of the best exhibits at the Exhibition is that of

 Messrs. Crotty & Co., Waterproofers, Graf ton Street, who,
 we understand, have been honoured by an order for one
 of their stylish garments by his Excellency Lord Cadogan.
 This is very encouraging in view of the fact that Mr.
 Crotty stocks largely garments proofed and made in
 Ireland, the style, finish, and price of which could not be
 surpassed, and they reflect the greatest credit on the
 manufacturer, and goes very far to show that goods can
 be turned out in Ireland that will bear comparison with
 the products of any country. Some very beautiful
 patterns and shades are on show in the Ladies' Rainproof
 Department, of which Mr. Crotty makes a specialty, and
 we certainly have to commend the taste displayed in the
 selection of the goods on exhibition..

 This firm is foremost in their stock of sporting goods,
 including Lawn Tennis, Croquet, Cricket, Golf, Ping Pong,
 etc.
 Mr. Crotty has patented, and has on view, a model

 Ping Pong Table top, for which neither poles nor net are
 required. This firm were the pioneers of Ping Pong in
 Ireland, and lead also in Tennis, Croquet, and Cricket.
 We are pleased to notice that this firm gives a very

 prominent place to our own game of hurley. They hold
 a large stock of Camans, Hurley Palls, and Footballs, all
 Irish manufacture. We might also mention that Mr.
 Crotty is endeavouring to get Irish manufactured Dumb
 Bells, Indian Clubs, Wands, etc.

 HORTICULTURE IN IRELAND.
 A VISIT TO RUSH.

 A. I. R. has been discoursing so delightfully?may I
 add, so helpfully?on this branch of agriculture as pur
 sued in Guernsey, that I think he would derive real
 pleasure, as well as an increase of patriotic pride, irom a
 visit to Rush. For there he would see some at least of the
 principles of Intensive Horticulture in practice. Messrs.
 Hogg & Robertson's bulb-farm ; Holland in Ireland it is
 often called, while comprising only some twenty acres,
 gives employment to between twenty and thirty hands?
 an agreeable contrast to the depopulated pastures of
 Leinster?while the value therein contained, would not
 easily be calculated. In this respect, I may mention a
 huge plot of " Darwin;* tulips, the lovely soft " Clara
 Butt "?which sell at 10s. Od. per bulb?while the rare
 Daffodils range from ?1 to ?25 each. The latter price
 sounds like " not for sale." Yet I was informed that
 several orders had been booked for the beautiful Lady
 Margaret Boscawen, at even a higher rate.

 On the way from Amiens Street to Rush, one sees more
 reason than the bulbs supply, for calling it Holland in
 Ireland. There are the same lovely flats?the same wide
 marshes?the same curious, grass-grown ridges, like the
 waves of a sea of sand suddenly arrested for ever?as ap
 peared to sleepy eyes a year or so ago, travelling eastward,
 in pale morning light, from the Hook of Holland. The

 mouse-coloured cows, grazing stolidly among the poplars,
 were alas' not represented?and I wish, Mr. A. I. R.,that
 your Labourers' League would materialize, and agitate, till
 every Irish cottage can have the " sup' of milk for the
 children." Have you never noticed their rosy cheeks,
 when there's a churn in the corner ? But enough on
 that.

 The drive from the station at Rush is interesting?but

 you feel a trifle flat, when your jehu stops suddenly on a
 lonely bare road, and tells you you are " there " for you
 see nothing but an ordinary fence and a very unpretend
 ing gate?I have heard such called a ricketty wicket
 fastened with a loop of cord. But a pleasant object-lesson
 is that gate?a proof that there are no mischievous,
 covetous fingers about?and farther, that some Irish
 undertakings exist and flourish, without such ostentation
 as leads, say, to a magnificent terminus and elaborate
 wayside stations, for railways that are a dead loss, all
 round. Step inside that wicket, and you are standing
 amid just an acre of beauty-broad bands, just ruffled by
 the breeze, of every shade from white onward?cream,
 yellow, scarlet, blushful pink, mottled, striped, orange,
 to deepest crimson. Herschell, or negretta are, I think
 the darkest, being as nearly black as a flower should be.
 And all these lovely globes of colour evolved from sand
 and skill. Twenty feet of sand, you hear?and that this
 is just what suits tulips?because it always holds a little

 , moisture. It is said that the sand draws up damp from
 below by capillary attraction. Any way, the tulips do
 grow there and are earning a name for themselves across
 the water. Once in four years, this acre-plot gets a
 dressing of farm-yard manure?100 tons it absorbs. ?
 crop of potatoes or peas is then taken off, followed by
 various bulbs in rotation. The bulbs are increased by the
 off-sets, which require three years to come to perfection.

 The blooms are not sold?and when you hear of twenty
 six dozen of such beauties realizing only Is. 6d.?it be
 comes clear that it is better to leave them for the visitors,
 who are treated liberally in this respect. Perhaps in time
 the blooms may also be a source of profit ; it is only eight
 years since the bulb farm was started, on a wee patch of
 sandy waste, only a few yards square. There is a great
 future before it?and it is a splendid object-lesson for
 Irishmen showing what can be done, by skill, energy, and
 honest work, from small unpretending beginnings, and
 under adverse circumstances. For this sandy, wind-swept
 promontory is hardly an ideal site for a garden. If it
 succeeds there, what might not Intensive Horticulture do
 in the South and West ? I have made this too long?and
 still I have said nothing of the fences, which are found to
 answer better, as wind-breaks, than solid walls.

 Or of our driver?wrinkled, eager, kindly mannered,
 easily satisfied?pathetically so, when he told of all-night
 work gathering sea-weed, the only manure that "sarves''
 the land there, and how " cowld '' it is in frost to have to
 swim ashore?and disputes with the landlord, and how
 *' we bet him in three different coorts of law, but in the
 end he bet us, wid the dint of the money." P.

 [Thanks, dear Miss P. A beautiful bit of writing about
 a beautiful subject.?Ed.]

 IRISH TULIPS.
 Prince Henry of Prussia, when in Cork, said that he

 had never seen such fine tulips in his life as those grown
 by Mr. Hartland. We can well believe it. There is more
 wealth, latent, in half a dozen baronies of our marvellous
 south-west than in all Ulster, with all its machineries and
 humming factories.

 Prince Henry took away with him a supply of our tulip
 bulbs, hoping thereby to infuse a little Irish colour into
 his own pallid crops in sandy Brandenburg.

 SPRING.
 Spring the Shepherdess
 Driving sweet buds like flocks to feed

 i' the air.
 Shelley.

 You will best perceive the truth and poetry of these
 lovely lines if you consider a blowing black-thorn, for the
 buds of the blackthorn come out without any leafy pro
 tection ; all by themselves, like a host of little white
 lambs.

 !
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 DONEGAL CARPETS.

 All particulars to be obtained from the

 Agents?

 MILLAR & BEATTY, Ltd.,

 14 Grafton St., 56 Dawson St.
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